## HELIAX® Tool and Connector Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HELIAX® Cable</th>
<th>Connectors</th>
<th>Hand Prep Tools</th>
<th>Drill Prep Tools</th>
<th>Grounding Kit Prep Tools</th>
<th>Wrenches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrugated Copper Cable</td>
<td>Connectivity Solutions for Corrugated Copper Cable</td>
<td>Removes Jacketing, Cores Foam and Flares Sheath</td>
<td>Removes Jacketing, Cores Foam and Flares Sheath</td>
<td>Removes Jacketing in Preparation for Grounding Strap Attachment</td>
<td>Torque &amp; Open-Ended Wrenches to Tighten Connectors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1/2” Superflexible

- **FSJ4-50B**
  - HELIAX® Corrugated CU
  - **F4-V2 Series**
    - F4DR-C
    - F4NR-C
    - F4PDF-C
    - F4PMV2-C
    - **F4PMV2-HC**
    - F4HM-D
  - **MCPT-1412**
    - For use with F4-V2 series connectors only
  - **CPT-F4B**
    - For use with F4-V2 series connectors only
  - **CPT-F4-D**
    - For use with FSJ4 connectors ending in -D only
  - **CPT-BKSF4**
    - Replacement Blade Kit for CPT-F4 & CPT-F4B only
  - **GKT-F4A**
    - For FSJ4-50B cable only
  - **Coupling Torque Wrench for DIN Connectors**
  - **Coupling Torque Wrench for N Type Connectors**
  - **EZW-7812**
    - Combination Wrench
  - **TW-5FX-EZFC**
    - Torque Wrench

### 1/2”

- **LDF4-50A**
  - HELIAX® Corrugated CU
  - **L4 Positive Stop® Series**
    - L4DRM-PSA
    - L4TR-PF-PS
    - L4PNM-PSA
    - L4PNF-PF
  - **MCPT-L4**
    - For use with LDF4 Positive Stop® connectors only
  - **CPT-L4-D**
    - For use with LDF4 connectors ending in -D only
  - **CPT-12U**
    - For use with LDF4 Positive Stop® (PS & -PSA) connectors only
  - **CPT-BK12U**
    - Replacement Blade Kit for CPT-L4-D & CPT-12U only
  - **GKT-L4SG**
    - For LDF4-50A cable only
  - **Coupling Torque Wrench for DIN Connectors**
  - **Coupling Torque Wrench for N Type Connectors**
  - **EZW-7812**
    - Combination Wrench
  - **TW-5FX-EZFC**
    - Torque Wrench

### 7/8”

- **AVA5-50**
  - HELIAX® Corrugated CU
  - **78 EZfit® / A5 Series**
    - 78EZDF
    - 78ZDFM
    - 78ZNM
    - 78NF
    - **A5HM-D**
    - For use with A5 series connectors only
  - **MCPT-A5-D**
    - For use with A5 series connectors only
  - **A5FX-EZPT**
    - For use with EZfit® series connectors only
  - **BK-A5FXEZPT-JC**
    - Replacement Blade Kit for A5FX-EZPT only
  - **GKT-78SG**
    - For AVA5-50 cable only
  - **SG and CSG series grounding kit**
  - **EZW-7812**
    - Combination Wrench
  - **TW-78-EZFC**
    - Torque Wrench

### 1-1/4”

- **AVA6-50**
  - HELIAX® Corrugated CU
  - **114 EZfit® Series**
    - 114EZDF
    - 114ZDFM
    - 114ZNM
    - Not available for 1-1/4” cable
  - **MCPT-A6-D**
    - For use with A6 series connectors only
  - **A6-EZPT**
    - For use with 114 EZfit® series connectors only
  - **BK-A6A5EZPT-JC**
    - Replacement Blade Kit for A6-EZPT only
  - **GKT-114SG**
    - For AVA6-50 cable only
  - **SG series grounding kit**
  - **TW-114-EZFC**
    - Torque Wrench

### 1-5/8”

- **AVA7-50**
  - HELIAX® Corrugated CU
  - **158 EZfit® Series**
    - 158EZDF
    - 158ZDFM
    - 158ZNM
    - Not available for 1-5/8” cable
  - **MCPT-A7-D**
    - For use with 158 EZfit® series connectors only
  - **A7-EZPT**
    - For use with 158 EZfit® series connectors only
  - **BK-A6A7EZPT-JC**
    - Replacement Blade Kit for A7-EZPT only
  - **GKT-158SG**
    - For AVA7-50 cable only
  - **SG series grounding kit**
  - **TW-158-EZFC**
    - Torque Wrench

### Additional Tools
- **Coupling Torque Wrench for DIN Connectors**
- **Coupling Torque Wrench for N Type Connectors**
- **EZW-7812**
- **TW-5FX-EZFC**
- **TW-78-EZFC**
- **TW-114-EZFC**
- **TW-158-EZFC**
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